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0 of 0 review helpful A research project well engineered By wsmrer Peter Ho Davies is a masterful writer in that his 
story delves into a slice of history and location that required him to become first an historian of Wales subjugation by 
the English and the lingering effects of that the prevailing practices of sheep rearing the disruption of the Blitz period 
the structure and practices of the engineering and police branc Set in the stunning landscape of North Wales just after 
D Day Peter Ho Davies rsquo s profoundly moving first novel traces the intersection of disparate lives in wartime 
When a POW camp is established near her village seventeen year old barmaid Esther Evans finds herself strangely 
drawn to the camp and its forlorn captives She is exploring the camp boundary when the astonishing occurs Karsten a 
young German corporal calls out to her from behind the fence Fro com Following two widely praised short story 
collections Equal Love and The Ugliest House in the World Peter Ho Davies s first novel The Welsh Girl deserves to 
be equally well received It carefully examines two great themes dislocat 
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